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Abstract. 
 
In this paper a four-valued logic on B(4) called UniLogic, standing for Unit Square 

Logic, is presented.  Examples of UniLogic are given which model problems in the area 

of human interaction, dialog and communication, i.e. human speech. The four values, or 

states, are isolated, conflicting, co-existing and unifying, forming a square lattice of B(4), 

Post Algebra of order 2 with 4 elements, inside a Post Algebra on E(9) of order 3 with 9 

= 3*3 elements. This logic has been used to represent human speech problems and their 

solutions in college classrooms. Software packages using this logic are available from the 

second author. 

PUBLICATION: Proceedings of the ISMVL2000 Conference, IEEE Computer  Society. 

1. Logic and Algebra for Human Communication. 

 

 Thesis. There exist a set of problems in human communication for which there is 

presently a need for more effective formal logic solutions. These problems  are included 

in, but are not limited to, the following categories of  problems which can be formulated 

using logic: (1) Isolation, (2) Conflict, (3) Misinterpretation. Specific instances of these 

problems include, but are not limited to, the following:  (a) Lack  of an understanding of 

organizational and functional common laws in which  human beings express themselves 
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and  understand each other within the context of these laws. (b) Lack of a means for 

managing and adapting these laws so that every human being is able to effectively 

express themselves and be understood. (c) Lack of an understanding of how effective 

interest, i.e. motivation (self or other – centered), and strategy (goal + plan) within these 

laws can be used   in expression and understanding. (d) Lack of common understanding 

and usage of ordinal measurements (metrics) of interests, i.e. motivation and strategy, in 

order to increase accuracy in human communication or decrease misinterpretation of 

human motivation and strategy in human communications. (e) Lack of the ability to 

scope interest, i.e. motivation and strategy, for  human communication.   

 

These problems are important today because of the following reasons: (1) growth 

of information, (2) potential of electronic commerce, and  (3) policy making. This 

research present a framework within which these problems can be solved effectively and 

efficiently. The framework includes an extended thesaurus. Efficiency is measured by 

considering the ordinal numbers (quantitative measurements) of words and associations 

in the extended thesaurus needed to effectively communicate between humans. 

Effectiveness is measured by considering the ordinal degree (qualitative measurements) 

to which the humans participating in the communication agree that the goals of the 

communication activity have been achieved. 

 

 General Human Communication Model. There exists a thesaurus TH 

comprised of a set of words W(TH), a grammar G(W(TH)) for composing the words, and 

a set of associations A(W(TH)) between words. G(W(TH)) is context-sensitive and 
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A(W(TH)) is a set-relation on W(TH). A(W(TH)) is subdivided into a set of two kinds of 

associations PA(W(TH)) and CA(W(TH)). PA(W(TH)) are permanent associations and 

CA(W(TH)) are contextual associations (circumstantial associations).  TH is temporal, 

and elements of PA(W(TH)) do not change over time. Elements of CA(W(TH)) can 

change over time.  

 

Special Human Communication Evaluation Sub-model. There exists a set of 

values (states) Hayawic = {Unifying, Coexisting, Isolating, Conflicting}, abbreviated 

Hayawic = {U, E, I, F}. The result of applying G(W(TH)) is a phrase. The set of all 

phrases is the language L(G(W(TH))). The result of interpreting, or evaluating, a phrase 

is a value of Hayawic. Interpretation forms a relation between L(G(W(TH))) and 

Hayawic. Interpretations need not be functional. Solutions to human communication 

problems are specified in terms of sets of phrases. Correct solutions depend upon the 

interpretation of a set of phrases. When W(TH) is understood, the above grammar and 

associations may be abbreviated as follows: G, A, PA, CA, L(G), Hayawic.  

 

Because of this sub-model for evaluating these forms of human communication, 

this model also includes a human communications metric sub-model for measuring 

outcomes or states of human dialog. This metric sub-model is comprised of quantitative 

and qualitative metrics of interrelated interests (motivational and strategic) represented as 

dynamic self-contained forms based on two constant balanced interests (0, 0) and two 

variable unbalanced interests (-1, +1). This binary set of constant and variable interests 

metrics comprises  what is called the Interests Square Unit (ISU). 
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The ISU itself is comprised of an organizational model and a functional model. 

Let us first consider the organizational model. Measurements in ISU come from typed 

representations (types are balanced and unbalanced) of different interest metrics in the 

organizational model. In the organizational model one may combine Isolating (I), 

Conflicting (F), Coexisting (E) and Unifying (U) interests as individual metric units. In 

this organizational model, these four different interest metric units provide the basis of an 

important ‘inclusion calculation’ for all possible human communication state (value) 

interests,  representing transitions for any human communication by use of qualitative 

and quantitative measurements. This inclusion calculation function represents recurrent 

interest levels in which the two variables (-1, +1) represent a minimum unbalanced 

interest metric unit. By contrast the two constant balanced interests  (0, 0) represent a 

minimum balanced interest metric unit. This minimum balanced constant may be a 

maximum based on an inert metric unit.  

 

 Specific Human Communication Problems . Examples of specific human 

communications problems that occur in the above-mentioned categories (see thesis) 

include, but are in no way limited to, the following: (1) Lack of an organizational and 

functional common formal-formula by which human expression and 

understanding/misunderstanding can be computed/measured. (2) Lack of an 

organizational and functional common formal-formula by which human expression and 

self- interests/others- interests can be computed/measured. 
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As we have previously mentioned, the Interests Square Unit (ISU) is comprised of two 

dimensions, each being assigned values from the ordinal set {-1, 0, +1}, where a value of 

0 is balanced while values of –1 and +1 are unbalanced. The two dimensions comprising 

ISU are termed Resonance and Circulation, and each dimension has a domain from the 

ordinal set {-1, 0, +1}. 

 

Theorem 1. The four values, or states, isolated, conflicting, co-existing and unifying, 

form a square lattice of B(4), Post Algebra of order 2 with 4 elements, inside a Post 

Algebra of E(9) of order 3 with 9 = 3*3 elements. 

Proof. Let the representations for isolating (i), conflicting (f), co-existing (e)  and 

unifying (u) be respectively (-1, -1), (+1, -1), (-1, +1) and (+1, +1). Let the remaining 

elements of the Post Algebra of order 3 with 9 elements be (-1, 0), (0, -1), (0, 0), (0, +1) 

and (+1, 0). Let the lattice order be the natural order of –1 less than 0 and 0 less than +1. 

 

 UniLogic. Consider modeling a communication dialog between a married couple. 

At the beginning of, or prior to, the marriage, as well as in certain problematic marriages, 

a couple’s individual (self) interests may be isolated (I) or, synonymously, exclusive. 

This is problematic because the purpose of the marriage is to develop some common 

interests within the marriage of the two persons together. Hence, through a controlled 

dialog the couple may move to a next state of the marriage where their individual 

interests are no longer completely isolated (I) but are becoming coexistent (E). This is 

still somewhat problematic because, while the couple is now becoming aware of some of 

the other person’s motivation (self or other-centered) interests they agree to have separate 
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motivation interests as opposed to certain common interests in the marriage, i.e. unified 

(U) interests in the couple. A next state of the marriage dialog may be one in which the 

couple begins to realize that the marriage needs to have some common interests. But 

what common interests? Each person in the couple thinks that certain of their own 

motivation interests should become the ‘common’ interests. At this point one sees the 

marriage moving into a conflicting (F) state. Within reason this state may be healthier 

than the isolated (I) or coexistent (E) states because the two individuals are now trying to 

develop some common marriage level interests, instead of merely motivation interests. 

Finally, in a healthy marriage the couple goes through processes of resolving some of the 

conflicts between individual motivation interests and begins to move into the state, called 

the unifying (U) state, where common interests begin to replace individual motivation 

interests in the marriage. As the marriage moves along in time movement between these 

four states continues as the two persons discover and resolve individual motivation 

interests. 

 

Based upon the previous theorem the marriage M between a husband H and a 

wife W is represented in Post Algebra normal form as 

M(H, W) = i*[M((-1, -1)H, (-1, -1)W + M((_1, 0)H, (-1, 0)W) + M((0, -1)H, (0, -1)W) + 

M((0, 0)H, (0, 0)W)] + 

e*[ M((-1, +1)H,  (-1, +1)W) + M((-1,0)H, (-1, 0)W) + M((0,0)H, (0, 0)W) +  

M((0, +1)H, (0, +1)W)] + 

f*[M((+1, -1)H, (+1, -1)W)  +  M(( , )H, ( , )W)  +   M(( , )H, (,  )W)   +  

M(( , )H, ( , )W)  ] + 
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u*[M((+1, +1)H, (+1, +1)W  + M(( , )H, ( , )W)  +   M(( , )H, (,  )W)   +  

M(( , )H, ( , )W)  ]. 

 

Each entry for M(H, W) is such that a resonating value has 3 values for H and 

circulating has 3 values for H. Hence, an H value, being a pair of resonating and 

circulating pairs, has 3 * 3 or 9 possible values. The same is true of W. So, whereas the 

‘truth table’ for M(H, W)  has 9 * 9 * 9 or 729 rows, only 16 of these rows are definitely 

isolating (i), conflicting (f), co-existing (e), or unifying (u). This can be seen in the above 

Post Algebra representation. 

 

Many other communications dialogs between persons and groups of persons can 

be seen to involve these four important states isolating (I), co-existing (E), conflicting (F) 

and unifying (U). These different groups of persons may be different political parties, 

different working groups, different religions, different cultures or different countries. 

Communications dialogs, such as the one in the preceding paragraph between persons in 

a marriage, occur within a context wherein these four states of Hayawic are played out. 

These contexts, in addition to marriage, may be The United Nations, The U.S. Congress, 

a company or business, a department in a college or university, and other contexts where 

individual motivation interests of the parts need to evolve into community, more unified 

interests of the whole. Many conflict resolution strategies are seen as progressing through 

these four human communications states of Hayawic. 
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In the next section we will look at some of the possibilities and limitations of 

using traditional formal systems such as Boolean or multiple-valued algebra and logic. 

These limitations, which are seen as problematic in effective human communication or 

dialog, will serve as further rationale for our new model. 

 

Multiple-Valued Logic Theory for E(9). 

Let E(9) = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,}. It is known that there are integers modulo 9 forming 

a ring Z(9), and that there are a number of lattices on E(9). Moreover it has been in the 

past interesting to study complete, distributed lattices on E(9), as well as to study sets of 

complete functions over E(9). 

 Certain functions are of particular interest. A function over E(9) which assumes 

only the values 0 or 8 is said to be decisive. Examples of decisive functions are J0, J1, J2, 

J3, J4, J5, J6, J7, J8. Moreover, any function of n variables over E(9) may be expressed as 

sum (+) of products (*) of constant and decisive functions. 

 Coding or labeling of elements on E(9) is also interesting. For example the ternary 

digits (trits) {-1, 0, +1} can be used to code elements of E(9) in various ways. 

 Post algebras are of particular interest. Consider the Post algebra on E(9), 9=3*3. 

This Post algebra’s Atoms (A) = {2, 6} = {a1, a2}, and its atomic chains are 0<1<2 and 

0<1<2<3<4<5<6. Any point b in this particular lattice (more generally, any complete , 

distributed lattice) on E(9) can be represented as b = SUM(i=1,2) (ri*ai), ri in {0<1< 

…<ai} = SUM(i=1,2) ri, ri normal coordinates. 

 Next, let P = {0, 4, 8} = {e1, e2, e3}be Post normal coordinates. Then any point b 

in this distributed lattice (more generally, any complete distributed lattice) on E(9) can be 
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uniquely represented as b = SUM(i=1,2) (pi*ai), pi in {e1, e2, e3, either because the 

bottom generating set G = {1, 2, 3, 6} is a subset of {ai*ej} and for every ai there exits ej 

such that ai*ej = 0, or because 9 = q1*q2 = 3*3 and q1=q2. 

 Now with atoms A = {2, 6}, maximum Boolean sub-algebra B = {0, 2, 6, 8}, Post 

coordinates P = {0, 4, 8} and bottom generating set G = {1, 2, 3, let us trit label the 

members of Post algebra P(9) as follows: 

P(9) labeling     P(9) Trit Coding 

0 -1 –1 

1 –1 0 

2 –1 +1 

3 0 –1 

4 0 0 

5 0 +1 

6 +1 –1 

7 +1 0 

8 +1 +1 

 

With the ordering on P(3) of E(3) trit ordering being –1 < 0 < +1, the induced ordering of 

the P(9) labeling above becomes 0<1<2<3<4<5<6<7<8, or graphically 0 à1 à2 à3 

à4 à5 à6 à7 à8. 

 

 Finally, the human communication dialog model interpretation (evaluation) for 

maximum B(4) Boolean sub-algebra of P(9) = {0, 2, 6, 8} is assigned as follows: 
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Maximum B(4) of P(9)                UniLogic Evaluation (Interpretation) 

0      (-1, -1)                                   Isolating – i 

2     (-1, +1)                                   Coexisting – c 

6     (+1, -1)                                   Conflicting – f 

8     (+1, +1)                                  Unifying - u 

Note that the ordering on the labeling of P(9) members induced by the trit ordering from 

P(3) of E(3) produces a particular set of strategies, as it were, in moving from some 

member of P(9) to a unifying (u) evaluation or outcome. 

 

 Suppose there is a dialog between persons X and Y. Let x be a state value of X 

and y be a state value of Y. Let x and y take on the above-defined P(9) values 0 through 8 

encoded. Any Post function defined on the two variables x and y can be defined in terms 

of Post complementation functions Ci, Cj as f(x, y) = SUM(i)(SUM(j) Ci(x)*Cj(y)*f(ei, 

ej) in a sum of products form equivalent to a traditional ‘truth table’. If the dialog 

(communication) between X and Y is to be controlled such that the outcome is eventually 

to be in some desirable state such as u (unifying), then it, for example, would be 

necessary to in some intermediate way control the influence of the inputs x and y such 

that f(x, y) eventua lly maintains a value of u. This problem therefore becomes a 

switching theory problem in P(9) so that one is able to design a function f with a control z 

such that eventually f(x, y, z) sustains a value of u. A strategy then becomes that of 

staring with initial value of x, y and then developing a set of values for z that guide f into 

a sustained value of u. If x, y and z use such a combination of feedback and control, the 

solution f will be realized as a sequential logic design instead of a combinational logic 
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design. Hence, f can be used as a design for building the necessary interpersonal dialog 

control solution to guide the dialog to a sustained state of u. 

 

 Now given that P for P(9) is {0, 4, 8} we may consider the three complementation 

functions C0, C4, and C8 as follows in representing f: 

x        C0(x)     C4(x)      C8(x)  

0          8           0             0 

1          6           2             0 

2          6           0             2 

3          2           6             0 

4          0           8             0 

5          0           6             2 

6          2           0             6 

7          0           2             6 

8          0           0             8 

 

 Historical Overview. There has always been a need for more effective and 

efficient knowledge acquisition and learning methods and tools to assist workers in 

business, government and education in identifying and using cultural features. These 

cultural features are reflected in the communications and social sciences,  that are both 

common and distinct among peoples in solving (resolving) social conflict and isolation 

problems. Such problems exist among social groups of people working in specific areas 

of public policy, diplomacy, information systems, religion, and science.  
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Early on information systems specialists and systems modelers have used the 

knowledge acquiring and organizing concepts of partitioning, abstracting, and projecting 

to reduce communication problem complexity. In a sense these concepts provide ‘human 

filters’ which tend to be binary. In partitioning, one form of human filtering, one attempts 

to acquire and organize knowledge according to its parts and components; here certain 

kinds of knowledge are comprised of aggregations of other kinds of knowledge. In 

abstracting one attempts to classify knowledge by means of the use of generalization and 

specialization; here certain kinds of knowledge is at higher or lower levels of abstraction 

than other kinds of knowledge. In projecting one attempts to acquire and organize 

knowledge by considering different reliefs, perspectives and views of other kinds of 

knowledge. By considering reasoning activities using generalizations and specialization, 

early investigators were led to logic supporting human filtering based upon inclusion, 

using such logic operations as implication. Inclusion was generally considered to be 

binary because an informational artifact is included or not included as a part, 

specialization or perspective. However, these modes of knowledge acquisition and 

organization were found to be missing some important elements, especially when used in 

areas within the more social sciences such as human communications and interaction. 

These missing elements formed motivation for the research presented herein. 

 

 In this research Unilogic Form Knowledge Acquisition and Learning for Social 

Change is  investigated by using  a Hayawic Unilogic Form technique  termed Square 

Root Unity   (Alnakari 84, 88, 96). Concepts are described in detail in Alnakari (88, 96). 
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The purpose of  this research is to partially solve the above-mentioned general problem(s) 

by using knowledge bases of Hayawic life cycles derived from the square root and the 

square unity (see Figure 1)of objects  having a completely different knowledge 

representation form than a calculus of inclusion (Mosley 96). In this investigation 

modeling and recycling  of objects between their birth and death is explored by self-

logical development  and auto-deductive interests behaviors and relations.  

 

 It is known that toward the end of his life Einstein (Hoenselaers 83; Golda 96) 

was seeking a unifying theory for  the foundations of physical science.  However, we 

know that this objective is still problematic for all sciences; not just natural sciences, but 

human sciences as well.  This search may be even more important in the human sciences 

because it is related to personal identity.  

 

 Can one find an effective unifying form of reasoning in human communication or 

dialog, i.e. a logic for human and natural sciences based upon Hayawic = {U, E, I, F}?  If 

one means by ‘unifying’ a form of reasoning about information that can solve all 

problems in human communication, probably not. This is because it would appear at first 

glance that the fundamental concepts involving a unifying theory for physical science, as 

initiated by Einstein in this century, do not appear to be the same as fundamental 

concepts in social science. The search for a comprehensive logic unifying social science 

and natural science by philosophers and logicians is not new.  Many attempts were made 

by groups of scholars in the last century to find such logic.  But why could such a 

unifying logic not be found?  Is the problem impossible to solve?  Is it an illusion?  Is it 
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simple imagination?  Or does it truly need at the philosophical and logical levels special 

language and a special circumstance to be discovered and articulated?  No one knows. 

 

 The Damascus School of Hayawic Unilogic has tried for thirty years to find 

answers to these questions, restricted to the philosophical and social sciences (Alnakari 

84, 88, 96).   

 

Different Logical Views. The usage of the word  ‘logic’ comes from the term 

Organon (Owen, 53;Patterson 95)  of Aristotle  who dealt with the ways in which 

syllogistic  classification of statements can be applied to meanings of different  sorts of 

entities. The logic in later centuries classified, using grammars,  the  sciences of words 

for some Arabic schools. Boole’s works of logic became Boolean algebra, but his algebra 

is semantically too narrow for directly representing and reasoning in all human-level 

rhetoric. This is because effective solutions to all human communication or dialog 

problems cannot be reduced to a binary human filter. And despite Boole’s definition of 

logic as the ‘laws of thought’ Boole’s use of logic dealt with relations between entities 

that are too strict for representing many human concepts. 

 

 Therefore, the conceptual understanding of  logic still is an open  problem that 

requires  further investigation.  Existing approaches to such conceptual understanding 

based on logic similar to those of Aristotle, Stoic, Frege  and Positive (Long 96;Tich, 

88;Dejnozka, 96) are in some ways insufficient for human understanding. Each one 

expresses different and partial meanings of a logical approach. “ The result is confusion 
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since each logic is so far removed from the others that they no longer serve for clear 

communication between thinkers of diverse tendencies. In this confused situation we 

must first consider what principles are most central in social human communications and 

then try, if one can, to establish conventions which make it easy for peoples to appreciate 

how these central principles are related, i.e. related  to all the matters which have been 

connected in the thought of various thinkers. “  (Kneal 84) The purpose of such work is 

less important if it is only related to individual theoretical thinking.  But if it is related to 

social and systems information engineering, artificial intelligence, machine learning and 

deductive  information processing, then there is a challenging,  mandatory issue  because 

intelligence now cannot be dealt with using a single  systematic universal approach. 

Therefore, there is a compelling interest for a possible universal logic for social systems. 

Moreover, the future developmental problem solving  approaches in  computer science 

and information technology, as well as human communication and dialog,  will depend in 

part on more effective logic. 

 

 This reported Unilogic Form research is being used to explore and crystallize a 

systematic formal and informal methodology for knowledge acquisition and learning to 

solve problems in human communications and understanding. 

 

Algebras for Human Communication Beyond Boole. A sub-thesis of our 

research is that Boole’s works of logic, which became Boolean algebra, is semantically 

too narrow for directly representing a significant part of human-level rhetoric. And 
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despite his definition of logic as the ‘laws of thought’ Boole’s use of logic which dealt 

with relations between  entities  is too strict for representing many human concepts. 

 

2. Communication Theory Algebra and Logic. Background of Post Multiple-valued 

Algebra and Logic Theory. 

 

Just as there are 2 2 ^v Boolean logic functions of v binary variables which form a 

Boolean algebra, so are there n n ^v  n-ary logic functions of v n-ary variables, n a fixed 

integer >= 2, which form a Post algebra of order n (Rine, 1977). Figure 2 depicts an array 

of lattice diagrams for Post algebras, where the lattice diagram at the ith row and jth 

column is a Post algebra of order (i + 1) having (i+1)j elements, of which 2i elements are 

complemented. The first row contains Boolean algebras, that is, the Post algebras of order 

2. The first column contains Post chains, that is, the linearly ordered Post algebras. The 

lattice diagram at the second row and third column is for a Post algebra of order 3 

containing 33 = 27 elements. The lattice diagram for the nn n-ary logic functions of v n-

ary variables occurs at row (n-1) and column (nv). 

 

  Various kinds of Post algebras have been studied over the years. Post (1921) 

introduced the general idea of these algebras. Later Rosenbloom (1942), Epstein (1960), 

and Traczyk (1963) studied specific kinds of Post algebras in more detail. Four of these 

have been termed Disjoint Algebra (Traczyk, 1963), Monotonic Algebra (Traczyk, 1963),  

Free Algebra (Braddock and Epstein, 1971),  and Hermann Algebra (Hermann, 1968). 
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  Casually, let us consider each of these kinds of Post algebras. Let m be a fixed 

integer >= 2. Let S(m) = {0, ..., m-1}. A Disjoint Algebra is a distributive lattice P with 

zero (0) and unit (U), in which the following two axioms are satisfied Axiom 1.1. There 

exist in P, m fixed elements e0, e1, ... em-1  such that 0= e0 <= e1 <= ... <= em-1 = U; if x, ei 

in P and min(x, ei) = ) where i =\ 0 then x = 0; and if x, ei, ej in P and max(x, ei) = ej for 

some i < j then x = ei. Axiom 1.2. For every x in P there exists a set of m unary operators 

on x denoted [C0(x), ..., Cm-1(x)] in P such that for every i, j in S(m) the following axioms 

hold 

(1.1) min(Ci(x), Cj(x)) = 0 for i =\ j; 

(1.2) max i=0,m-1 (Ci(x)) = U; and 

(1.3) x = max i=1,m-1 (min(Ci(x), ei). 

 

Epstein (1960) has proved that P is a Post algebra and that any Post algebra of 

order m is such a lattice. 

 

Casually, a Monotonic Algebra is a distributive lattice M with zero element (0) 

and unit element (U) in which the following axioms hold Axom 1. This axiom is the 

same as Axiom 1.1 when P = M. Axiom 2.1. For every x in M there exists a set of 2m 

unary operators on x, denoted D0(x), ..., Dm-1(x), in M, and D0(x)-, ..., Dm-1(x)-, in M, such 

that the following axioms hold 

 

(2.1) Di(x) = {0 if x < i, U if x >= i} 

(2.2) Di(x)- = {u if x <= i, 0 if x > i} 
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(2.3) x = max i=1, m-1 min(ei, Di(x), Di(x)-). 

 

Theorem 2(Rine). The monotonic algebra is isomorphic to a Post algebra of order m, and 

any Post algebra of order m is isomorphic to such an algebra. 

 

3. Post Algebra Representing UniLogic Human Communication. 

 

Our UniLogic theory of the way humans communicate when resolving differences 

is based upon an ultimate goal to become unified with their environment comprised of 

other humans. As we have indicated before in section 1 above, with i isolating, f 

conflicting, e coexisting, u unifying, there are two fundamental communications 

scenarios leading to a unifying resolution, which we assert, as follows 

 

(A) f --> i --> e --> u 

(B) i --> f --> e --> u. 

 

 These are the bases for two distributed lattices U1, U2 with the two linear 

orderings of four fundamental elements each. As a linear ordering we denote (A) and (B) 

as follows 

 

(A) f < i < e < u. 

(B) i < f < e < u. 
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 Define the following two kinds of monotonic (threshold) relative unifying 

functions 

 

(M.1) Mk(x) = { u if x >= k, f if x < k} 

(M.2) Mk(x) = { u if x >= k, i if x < k}. 

 

These two threshold, relative unifying unary, functions give two different comparisons of 

x to a given group of other humans at level k. 

 

     Next, for either (A.1) or (B.1) define two additional algebra operators as follows 

 

(Max)  Max(x, y) = {x if x >= y, y if x < y} 

(Min)  Min(x, y) = {x if x < y, y if x >= y}. 

 

Max is a measure of how x is moving toward y or y is moving toward x. Min is a 

measure of how x is moving away from y or y is moving away from x. 

 

Theorem 3 (Rine) (1) Given A, M.1, M.2, Max, Min, U1; U1 is a Monotonic Algebra of 

order 4, denoted M1.4. (2) Given B, M.1, M.2, Max, Min, U2; U2 is a Monotonic 

Algebra of order 4, denoted M2.4. 

 

Proof. M1.4 and M2.4 both satisfy the properties of a monotonic algebra in (2.1), (2.2), 

(2.3). 
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  As we can see, while the above expansions of Boolean algebra and Post Algebra 

afford some means for moving between four states in UniLogic human communications 

dialogs, these are restrictive. As we can see, this is particularly true in describing 

movements between states during a dialog. 

 

4. Using Post Algebra to Model Human Communication. 

 

If P denotes a person and E denotes the present environment of other persons with whom 

P is communicating, then let P(E) denote the behavior of P when interacting with E. A 

simple example of a behavior of P given E can be denoted in tabular form as follows: 

 

E      P(E) 

_________ 

 

f        i 

i        e 

e        f 

u       e 

 

 

The first row in the table represents “When persons in E are conflicting, P is isolated 

from E.” 
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 Another simple example is as follows: 

 

E      P(E) 

_________ 

 

i        f 

f       e 

e       u 

u       u 

 

The first row in the table represents “When persons in E are isolated, P is conflicting with 

E”. 

 An environment may be either another person, or a group of other persons, or a 

set of groups of other persons. Let us consider a simple example where P is engaging two 

different groups of other persons as follows: 

E1      E2      P(E1, E2) 

____________________ 

 

i          i            f 

i          f           f 

i          e           f 

i          u           e 

f          i           f 
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f         f            f 

f         e            f 

f         u            u 

e         i             f 

e         f             f 

e         e             e 

e         u            u 

u         i             e 

u        f             u 

u        e             u 

u        u             u 

 
The first row in the table represents “When persons within both E1 and E2 are isolated, P 

is conflicting with both of them”. 
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(d) Unifying                                                      (b)  Conflicting 
 

 
 
(a) Isolating                                                         (c) Co-existing 
 
 
Figure 1. Depiction of Hayawic = {Isolating (I), Co-existing (E), Conflicting(F), Unifying(U)}. 
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   Figure 2. Array of Lattice Diagrams for Post Algebras. 
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5. Four-Valued Logic Enterprise Example: IT Work force Training, Hiring and 
Retention. 
 
An entity in this Enterprise Example is the information technology (IT) enterprise 

(company). Let us consider three different instantiations of ISU to this enterprise. The 

first instantiation  serves to help us to analyze one of several global relationships in which 

this enterprise is involved. The first global relationship involves Enterprise Services and 

Enterprise Training. There are the following possible global states: 

 

(1) Enterprises P offering primarily IT services E1 and training E2 for IT workers are 

scarce (low) - instantiated to Isolated (i ). P(E1, E2) = i 

 

(2) Enterprises offering primarily IT services E1 and training E2 for IT workers are 

available (high) - instantiated to Conflicting (f). P(E1, E2) = f 

 

(3) Enterprises offering primarily non-IT services E1 and training E2 for IT workers are 

scarce (low) - instantiated to Co-existing (e). P(E1, E2) = e 

 

(4) Enterprises offering primarily non-IT services E1 and training E2 for IT workers are 

available (high) – Unifying (u). P(E1, E2) = u. 

 

So, 

 

P(E1, E2) = i*P(high(E1), low(E2)) + f*P(high(E1), high(E2)) + e*P( … 
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 (1) is said to be Isolated because the enterprise has put itself into a global set of 

services where little training for its workers is available; this is not a good state to be in. 

(2) is said to be Conflicting because the enterprise has put itself into a global set of 

services where training for workers is high, but the type of training conflicts with the type 

of services the enterprise offers; this is also not a good state to be in. (3) is said to be Co-

existing because the enterprise has put itself into a global set of services where there is 

little training available for workers, but the training is appropriate for the type of services 

offered; this is a somewhat adequate state but not the best.  (4) is said to be Unifying 

because the enterprise has put itself into a global set of services where worker training is 

very high; this is the best state to be in. 

 

 The second global relationship involves Enterprise Services and Enterprise 

Hiring. There are the following possible global states: 

 

(1) Enterprises offering primarily IT services and hiring of IT workers is scarce (low) - 

instantiated to Isolated (i ). 

 

(2) Enterprises offering primarily IT services and hiring of IT workers is available (high) 

- instantiated to Conflicting (f). 

 

(3) Enterprises offering primarily non-IT services and hiring of IT workers is scarce 

(low) - instantiated to Co-existing (e). 
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(4) Enterprises offering primarily non-IT services and hiring of IT workers is available 

(high) – Unifying (u). 

 

 (1) is said to be Isolated because the enterprise has put itself into a global set of 

services where little hiring of its workers is available; this is not a good state to be in. (2) 

is said to be Conflicting because the enterprise has put itself into a global set of services 

where hiring of workers is high, but the type of hiring available conflicts with the type of 

services the enterprise offers; this is also not a good state to be in. (3) is said to be Co-

existing because the enterprise has put itself into a global set of services where there is 

little hiring available of workers, but the hiring available is appropriate for the type of 

services offered; this is a somewhat adequate state but not the best.  (4) is said to be 

Unifying because the enterprise has put itself into a global set of services where worker 

hiring is very high; this is the best state to be in. 

 

 The third global relationship involves Enterprise Services and Enterprise 

Training. There are the following possible global states: 

 

(1) Enterprises offering primarily restricted (9-5 in-the-office) IT work and retention for 

restricted IT workers is scarce (low) - instantiated to Isolated (i). 

 

(2) Enterprises offering primarily restricted (9-5 in-the-office) IT work and retention of 

restricted (9-5 in-the-office) IT workers is available (high) - instantiated to Conflicting 

(f). 
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(3) Enterprises offering primarily flexible (flex-time, work at home) IT work and 

retaining of IT workers is scarce (low) - instantiated to Co-existing (e). 

 

(4) Enterprises offering primarily flexible (flex-time, work at home) IT work and 

retaining of IT workers is available (high) – Unifying (u). 

 

 (1) is said to be Isolated because the enterprise has put itself into a global set of 

work where little retaining of its workers is available; this is not a good state to be in. (2) 

is said to be Conflicting because the enterprise has put itself into a global set of work 

where retaining of workers is high, but the type of work retention conflicts with the type 

of work the  enterprise offers; this is also not a good state to be in. (3) is said to be Co-

existing because the enterprise has put itself into a global set of work where there is little 

retaining of workers, but the  level of retention is appropriate for the type of work 

offered; this is a somewhat adequate state but not the best.  (4) is said to be Unifying 

because the enterprise has put itself into a global set of work where worker retention is 

very high; this is the best state to be in. 

 

 In addition to these three global relationships for enterprise services and training 

there are four others whose analysis has not yet been given; and they are the following: 

 

(a) Enterprise Services and Enterprise Retention. 

(b) Enterprise Work and Enterprise Training. 
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(c) Enterprise Work and Enterprise Hiring. 

(d) Enterprise Training and Enterprise Retention. 

 

 Over the past ten years the growing need for technologies such as computer and 

communications networks to help solve problems dealing with distributed resources and 

services has fanned the expansion of a new, evolving concept termed ‘Information 

Technology’. However, equal attention has not been given for the development of 

effective models for Human Communications Dialogs resting as the key means for 

specifying requirements on top of these open systems technologies. This paper has 

presented a  means for modeling UniLogic Human Communications Dialogs that fits well 

into the global mix of humans from different business and cultural perspectives. 
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